SwingGate HTSG

- Full Height For Maximum Security
- Industrial Grade Specifications
-Lifetime Performance

- Push Bar for Quick Exit
- Ships Preassembled
- Quick Installation Into Fence Lines

Applications:
The HTSG High Security gates are manufactured to commercial grade specifications and designed to perform in the harshest environments. They are a popular choice for high-security areas and industrial applications such as chemical plants, power stations, and refineries.

Built from heavy gauge, military-grade steel, the HTSG door assembly is fully welded and features stainless steel hinges for a lifetime of reliable performance. The frame is tamper-resistant, with rigid expanded metal grating top and bottom. The unit also includes a push bar for quick exit and emergency egress. Shipped pre-assembled, it installs quickly and integrate easily into existing fence lines.

About Hayward Turnstiles:
Hayward Turnstiles has over 50 years of expertise in quality manufacturing of precision aircraft parts and reliable turnstiles.

Our factory, in Milford, CT, is AS9100 Certified to aerospace standards, resulting in superior turnstiles. Engineered to industrial grade specifications, they are durable and built tough for long lasting performance. Proudly made in the USA, we distribute worldwide with installations across the globe.

Get in touch with us for expert advice, design assistance, project review, free quotes, and for help with your access control needs.
**HTSG Specifications**

**Applications:**
The HTSG High Security gates are manufactured to commercial grade specifications and designed to perform in the harshest environments. They are a popular choice for high-security areas and industrial applications such as chemical plants, power stations, and refineries.

**Materials And Finishes Available In:**
- Hot Dipped Galvanized Steel
- Powder Coated Over Steel
- Glow-in-the-Dark (*indoor use only for power failure*)
- Stainless Steel

**Design & Construction:**
- 3" x 3" heavy weight 11 gauge steel
- Industrial grade expanded metal grating
- Stainless steel hi-performance hinges
- Built for harsh and extreme environments
- Heavy-duty, durable, and long-lasting construction

**Standard Features:**
- Choice of right or left-handed swing.
- Exit push-bar with keyed entry.
- Aluminum push-bar shield for tamper resistance and weather protection.
- Barb arm extensions for extra height
- Subterranean cross members for below grade mounting, or diamond plate steel for above ground installation

**Options:**
- Self-closing hydraulic gate
- Vertical pickets behind metal grating
- Push-bar with electric or mechanical keypad, or reader interface

**Warranty:**
Units are warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for one year.

**HTSG Dimensions**

- **Front View**
  - 44" x 38"
  - 84" x 15"
  - 38" below grade

- **Side View**
  - 38" x 138"
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*Hayward Turnstiles, Inc.*
160 Wampus Lane, Milford CT 06460

**Call:** 203-647-9147  **Email:** sales@haywardts.com
**Website:** www.haywardts.com

---

*Expert Advice. Great Value. Contact Us Today!*